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The interacting boson model (IBM)/1- 31 is widely used in descri 
bing the collective states of spherical, transitional and deformed 
nuclei. Undoubtedly, the model has a deep physical basis. In recent 
years, the IBM is being constantly improved by introducing new types 
of bosons and complicating the model Hamiltonian and transitional ope
rators. 

The structure of nuclear states can be understood from the compa

rison of the basic assumptions of the IBM with other models including 

the quasiparticle-phonon 'nuclear model (QPNM)/4- 8/. To find the limits 


of applicability of the IBM, one should compare the IBM with other mo
dels and the results of calculations in the IBM and the QPNM with the 
experimental data.In the IBM,a small part of a large'space of the nucle- , 
ar$hell model is separated, namely a space of collective states. The 

separation of a subspace of colle.ctive states is efficient if they are 
wea~ly coupled with other states. This takes place only for the first 
quadrupole and octupole states. Disregarding this coupling in the IBM 
limi ts its applicabiE ty, and one should clarify to what states and up 
to what excitation energies the IBM can be applied. It is well kllown 
that with increasing excitation energy the state structure becomes 
complicated thus leading to the for~ation of compound states. The comp
lication of the state structure with increasing excitation energy is 
due to the coupling of collective and noncollective degrees of freedom 
or to the quasiparticle-phonon interaction as in the QPNM. Just this 
coupling is neglected in the IBM. 

The simplicity of the IBM implying a strong limitation of the 
shell model spate allows one to treat the low-lying states in terms of 
the s, d and f bosons. This simplicity becomes an essential drawback 
of the model, i.e. difficulties in describing the states lying above 
the first quadrupole and octupole states. Indeed, the IBM takes into 
account only those two-quasiparticle states that enter into the s, d, 

f bosons or sp' d or sn' d bosons.p n '-'-:. .•-'t.~ ...:.0--. --_...: 
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The QPNM utilizes a limited space of shell configurations; a large 
number of two-quasiparticle states, mainly of the particle-hole type, 
and of four-quasiparticle states of the two-particle - two-holes type repre
sented as phonons. In the QPNM, for the states with energies higher 
than 2t3 MeV the strength distribution of one-phonon or two-quasipar
ticle states over many nuclear levels is calculated rather than the 
wave function of each state. Thus, the limitations for the shell con
figurations in the QPNM and IBM are different. 

In the phenomenological IBM, an important role is played by the 
number of nucleons (or holes) in unclosed neutron and proton shells. 
The boson operators are coupled with the pairs of fermion operators. 
The number of pairs of neutrons Nn and protons Np in unclosed ,neutron 
and proton shells determines in the IBM the spectra of collective 
states. Thus, the nuclear level energies of the rotational bands based 
on the ground, beta and gamma vibrational states with the same value of 
F spin are close to each other /9/ . The F spin is a boson analog of the 
isotopic spin/10/ . Moreover, the ratio of the energies ~ ..., IE~, and the 
energies EZI for the bands based on the ground states are monotonous 
depending on the product Np.Nn/l1/. Owing to an important role of the 
number of valence nucleons 2N, one can compare the wave functions of 
excited states in the IBM with the wave functions in the microscopic 
models, for instance, in the QPNM. This comparison is the aim of the 
present 
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of the IBM 


the description of states with K:; 0;, 0;, 2;, 2;, 4j and 4; in de
formed nuclei within the QPNM and the IBM has been compared in ref. IBI 

The wave functions of these states in the IBM have dominating two-boson 
components and in the QPNM the dominating one-phonon components, i.e. 
there is a cardinal difference in describing these states in the IBM and 
QPNM. In spherical nuclei, the states with dominating one~phonon compo
nents corresponding to the second and third roots of the secular equa
tion in the random phase approximation (RPA) lie above the two-phonon 
states, and therefore, this discrepancy has not yet manifested itself 
in most of the cases. The description of the above-mentioned states in 
the sd IBM contradicts the experimental data for some deformed nuclei. 

The discrepancy with some experimental data necessitates improving 
the sd IBM. In addition to the sand d bosons, the g boson with J:4 is 
introduced. The g boson is introduced along two lines: the first is the 
renormalization of the boson Hamiltonian without an explicit inclusion 
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of the boson/ 1Z/ , and the second is an explicit inclusion of the g 
15/. In the first case the space of two-quasiparticle states 

does not become broader. With the explicit inclusion of the g boson in 
the IBM, in deformed nuclei there appear states with dominating one
boson components with KT = 1+, and 4+ and additional states with 
K"II" 0+ and 2+, i.e. the sl)ace of two-quasiparticle states with KT 

and 2+ becomes broader. In the sdg IBM there are states with K~ 0+, 
2+ and 4+ with dominating two-boson components. 

To describe collective states of the negative parity, in the sd 
3/161IBM one introduces f bosons with J or f and p bosons (p boson 

with J 1)/17,18 / . Thus, collective states of the positive and nega
tive parity are described in the framework of the spdf IBM. In ref. /17/ , 
the energies Ilnd B(E3)-vallles of the states with the negative parity 
in 168Er have been calculated and a satisfactory description was obta
ined. Three levels with KT =3- with small B(E3)-values are treated in 
ref./ 17/ as the two-quasiparticle ones, and therefore, are beyond the 

IBM. 
There are many papers on the boson representation of the pairs of 

fermion operators. It is important that the boson operators s, p, d, f, 
g, etc. consist of the pairs of fermions of the part~cle-particle type 
(or hole-hole) and only the highest terms of expansion are additionally 
multiplied by the particle-hole configurations. Just this point is the 
cardinal difference between the IBM and the microscopic models for des
cribing vibrational states whose wave functions consist of the sums of 
particle-hole configurations, i.e. the IBM wave functions differ essen
tially from the wave functions in the RPA and consequently from the 
QPNM, the theory of finite Fermi systems and other models. The diffe
rence in the Hamiltonians, operators of ~-transitions, etc. is due to 
the afore-said. In the IBM the number N is conserved; it is half of the 
sum of neutrons and protons (or holes) in unclosed shells and in the 
wave functions the number of the creation operators of bosons equals N. 
At the same time, in the QPNM the wave function is represented as se
ries over the number of phonons. The QPNM single-particle operator of 
the fA -transition has terms changing the number of phonons by unity 
and the term that does not change the number of phonons (of the type

d.;r <:L,." ). The IBM operator of the £A -transition contains terms 
transforming the s boson into the d boson, d boson into g boson, g bo
son into f boson and so on. Therefore, in the IBM there are (under a 
certain choice of parameters) strong transitions between the states dif
fering by the type of one boson. In the QPNM, the EA -transitions bet
ween one-phonon states proceed through the terms ~~~r" and therefore 
are strongly hindered. 

.. 


It is interesting to analyse how to distinguish experimentally 
excitations of the particle-hole type from those of the particle-par
ticle type. This can be made by the one-nucleon transfer reactions and 
allowed unhindered B-transitions but cannot be made by the r -transi

19 
tions from the ground states and two-nucleon transfer reactions/ /. 

In the sd IBM the whole space of two-quasiparticle stat~s with 
~ 2+ is concentrated in the dZ bOSUD. As a result of the interaction 
between bosons, the most strength of two-quasiparticle states belongs 
to a gamma-vibrational state and the remaining part is distributed 
among other states with K~ = 2+. Therefore, if the gamma-vibrational 
state is strongly excited in a certain one nucleon transfer reaction, 
for instance, in (d,p) and is not excited, say, in (3He ,d) , this should 

hold for all other KT =z+ states. 
With the g boson introduced, the operators d; and g; enter with 

different weights into the wave functions of the K~ = Z~ and 2; states 
115/. As a result of the interaction between bosons a part of their 
strength belongs to the K~ = 2; state. Therefore, if a gamma-vibrational 
state is noteven slightly excited in anyone-nucleon transfer reaction, 

for instance, in (dt), the 2; and 2; states should not be excited in 
this reaction as well. In a one-nucleon transfer reaction one of the 
2;, 2; and 2; states should not be strongly excited and the remaining 
two states should not be excited at all. These specific of 
the sd IBM and sdg IBM can be and should be verified experimentally. 

In the QPNM, the one-phonon parts of the wave functions of the 
Kn1f' 2+ , 2+ ' Z3+ and Z4+ states are dlfferent.. Therefore, one (or two)

1 Z 
state can be excited in the (dt) reaction, the other in the Cdp) reac
tion, the third in (3He • d) <)r (3He ,d..) and so on. This is a consequ
ence of the large space of two-quasiparticle states taken in the QPNM 
into account. These cardinal differences between the IBM and the QPNM 

are to be verified exper~Bentally. 
The existence of collective two-phonon states is the central prob

lem in the study of the structure of nonrotational states of doubly 
even deformed nuclei. The crucial contradiction between the QPNM on the 

ZOI one hand and the IBM, the Bohr-Mottelson modei/ and its microscopic
22 3 

analogs/ 211 and the self-consistent collective-coordinate method/ ,2 1 
on the other hand consists in the existence of two-phonon collective 
states. Accordin6 to the QPNM, the deformed nuclei have no two-phonon 
collective states whereas other predict their existence. 

According to the QPNM, in the two-phonon configurations the Pauli 
principle shifts the energy centroid by l-Z MeV towards higher energies 
with respect to the energy sum of two RPA phonons. As a result, the 
energy centroid of a two-phonon collective state becomes larger than 
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3 MeV. If one of the two phonons, for instance A~' 201, turns out toc 

be weakly collective, then the energy shift of the state·t201,ZOl~ or 
l~'i ,ZOl} may be small. Nevertheless, due to a large energy of the 201 

phonon the energy centroid is still larger than 3 MeV. At an energy 
above 3 MeV a two-phonon state should be fragmented over nuclear levels. 
The conclusion on the absence of two-phonon collective states in defor
med nuclei has been made in ref./ 7/ on the basis of the above reasoning. 

From the analysis of experimental data it has been concluded/ 24 / 
that there are no reliably determined two-phonon collective states in 
deformed nuclei, Numerous experimental investigations in recent years 
did not lead to the detection of two-phonon states. 

2. Comparison of the description of 168Er in various models 

The comparison of the results for the nonrotational states with 
0+, Z+ an.d 4+ calculated within various models between themselves 

and with the experimental data will be performed for 168Er . The choice 
of 168Er is caused by the rich experimental data/ Z5 - 30/ and numerous 
calculations/7,8,13-16,Z0-.23,28,30-32/. The comparison is shown in fig.1, 

the experimental data for the (t,~) and (t,d) reactions are taken from 
ref./ 27/; and for B(E2) and B(E4)-values (in the single-particle units), 
from ref./ 30/. This figure presents the results of calculations within 
the QPNM/ 7•8,32/, sd IBM /28,30/ and the sdg IBM/14/. 

The results of calculations for 168Er in the sd IBM/ 28 ,30,31/ and 

sdg IBM/ 13/ contradict the experimental data on 0;. 0;, Z;. 2; and z; 
states. In a new version of the sdg IBM/14/ four types of the interac
tion with new parameters have additionally been introduced into the 
Hamiltonian. As a result, some discrepancies with the experimental data 
including those on the 0+ state excitations in the (tp) reaction were 
removed. Nevertheless, in the calculations/ 14 / one of the two states 0; 
or 0: as well as of K~= z; or z; is a two-phonon state, which contra
dicts the experimental data. Moreover, according to ref./27/, the z; 
state having a large two-quasiparticle pp411. +41 H component cannot 
exist within the sdg IBM/14/, which has long ago been predicted in the 
QPNM calculations. Following ref./14/, the KT =4+1 state has a two-phonon 

,7 + n 
nature and the ~ =4 state with a large one-phonon hexadecapole compo
nent lies at 3.8 MeV. In all the calculations within the sd and sdg IBM 

4+ . h h h' f T + + + 0+h 1S t e two-p onon one. T e energles 0 K =2 1• Z2' OZ' 3tel state n
and 41 states. that are close to the experimental data, depend on the 
choice of parameters of the sdg IBM. 

In comparison with the calculations of one-phonon states in ref. 
/3Z/,the calculations of 168Er within the QPNM in ref./ 33/ and the sub
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. (-to) (i')
sequent calculations redef1ned the constants Ko and )(.0 (to de
crease the B(EZ)-values for the 2+02 state excitation) and the blocking 
effect. In calculating the K~=2+ states the hexadecapole ~)"=42 forces 
were taken int'o account together with the quadrupole A)" =22 ones. The 
values of the two-quasiparticle components (%) in fig. 1 are presented 
with the inclusion of the relevant phonon contribution to the wave 
function normalization. A correct d.escription of the eXPerimental data 
has been obtained. It is very important that there are no any explicit 
discrepancies with them. The calculated two-quasiparticle components 
of the wave functions of the K~ = 0;, 0;, 0:, 2; and 2! ~tates are in 
agreement wi th the experimental data on the (td) and (t "-r) reactions 
127/. The calculated isoscalar B(E4)-values of the 4+2 1 state excita
tion are three times as less as the experimental values obtained in 
ref.l 301 from the (a.,ot:) reaction in spite of the fact that the 2; 
wave function contains a large contribution from the hexadecapole com
ponent with Ar =42. By the calculations, the one-phonon ~i =441 com
ponent gives an SOt contribution to the notmalization of the K: = 4; 
wave function whereas the contribution of the two-phonon iZ21,221} con
figuration is still about 1%. The 4; state energy at B(E4)=0.S spu 
appeared to be higher than the experimental one. The experimental data 
1301 on B(E4)-values for the 4; state excitation indicate the presence 
of a large one-phonon component in the wave function. Since the hexa
decapole Ar =42 forces are taken into account together with the quad
rupole A/ -22 ones, when calculating the K:=2; states, the pole of 
K1I"= 4+\2Z1,221} is somewhat less shifted. Nevertheless, the energy 
centroid of this state is a little higher than 4 MeV. The energy cent
roids of the two-phonon K"',,2+PZ1,2011, 0+\221,221}and 0+}201,2011 
configurations are in the interval (3.0-3.5) MeV. 

The problem of large anharmonicity of the two-phonon 'l"- vibra ti
onal states in 16SEr has been discussed in ref. /21 / and is being stu
died in ref./ 231 by means of the self-consistent-collective-coordinate 
method/ 22/. A large anharmonicity is thought to be due to ~- deforma
tion i.n 16SEr . According to ref.l 23/, the energy minimum has been ob
tained at fo =130 and the energy difference in comparison with r =0 is 
1 MeV. It should be noted that the calculations/341 of the 168Er shape 
by the shell correction method indicate the softness of the 16S Er with 
respect to r deformation but the energy minimum is attained at fo -0. 
According to calculations/ 23/ , the energies of the two-phonon states 

+ + 
4T~ and OTT are 2.25 MeV and 2.95 MeV, respectively. At the energy 
3 MeV the two-phonon state should be fragmented, and in this case for 
0+ there is no obviuos discrepancy with the QPNM. The inclusion of the 

mode-mode coupling decreases the ~nergies of the two-phonon 4+ and 
+ n 

0T~ states up to Z.l MeV and 2.27 MeV, respectively. It is to be noted 
that the mode-mode coupling is much simpler than the quasiparticle-pho
non interaction in the QPNM. Moreover, ac.cording to ref .I23/~ (+:r) < t(() 
whereas in the QPNM an inverse equality U-t;r) > l.{Oir) for the energy 
centroids is valid since the effect of the Pauli principle for the sum 
of K-values of two phonons is considerably larger than for their dif
ference.'.1 . 

The results obtained in ref. /43 / concern only f-vibrational and 
two-phonon states 4;r and O;~ in 168Er whereas a set of nuclear sta
tes including B-vibrational ones are to be described. It should be ex
plained why the two-phonon states of the type /221,201], {221 ,311}, 
1221,3211, etc. are not observed. The contribution of the hexadecapo
Ie component to f" -vibrational state is to be described. A large B(E4)= 
=0.6 spu of the 4; state excitation/301 contradicts the conclusion 
/~,231 on the two-phonon structure of this state. 

3. Discrepancies between the spdfg IBM and the QPNM 

The necessity of introducing the g boson in the case of deformed 
nuclei is clearly demonstrated by the example of 16SEr • The g boson is 
also necessary for describing the 4; states in spherical nuclei. Ob
viously, collective states with the positive and negative parity should 
be described in the framework of one model. There is no point in desc
ribing the states with the two-boson dominating components separately. 
Indeed, the f+f+ states have the positive parity whereas the d+f+ and 
f+g+ states have the negative parity. Therefore, deformed nuclei should 
be described within the spdfg IBM if one does not restrict himself to 
the a-, t- and first octupole states with the corresponding rotational 
bands. Such a version of the IBM is still to be consistently formula
ted. For the deformed nuclei, the QPNM should be compared with the 
spdfg IBM in the general form. According to the QPNM, the wave func

+ + .+ + + + + + + 
.... - - - - - - - - - - + +tlons of the Kn = 0Z' 03' °4,12,13,22,23,24,32,33,41 and 42 

states have dominating one-phonon components corresponding to the se
cond, third and fourth roots of the secular equation in the RPA. The 
experimental detection of these states with the positive parity is 
exemplified in refs. /S ,32/. The following experimental data are ava, ilable on the state: with the negative parity: for K~ = 3; with the 
energy 1.82S MeV, 12 with 1.936 MeV, 3; with 1.999 MeV and 2; with 

. 16SE /351 :T -. h 2.230 MeV 1n r j for Kn = 22 W1t the energy 1.567 MeV, 23 
J with 1.S57 MeV in 178Hf/36/j for K: = 0; with the energy 1.237 MeV in 

234u and others. 
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In the spdfg IBM in doubly even deformed nuclei in the energyv - ± + 
range from 1.5 to Z.5 MeV there should be states with Kn : 0Z' 0 3 , 04, 

+ + + +12, 22, z;, 32 and 4;, whose wave functions have dominating t~o-boson 
components. These states are not yet observed experimentally. Does the 
spdfg IBM pretend to the description of these states? If yes, there is 
an essential discrepancy of the spdfg IBM with the QPNM and with seve- " 
ral experimental data. 

The comparison of different models should be performed for many 
deformed nuclei in the rare-earth and actinide regions so that the spe
cific features of one nucleus could not distort the general picture. 
Thus, there are still discrepancies between the sdg IBM and the experi
mental data in describing the K~: 4; and 4; states in 156,158 Gd and 
160,164Dy and the K~ : 3; and 3~ states in 17Z,174yb . The sdg IBM en

counters difficulties in describing the K: = 2; states with large B(EZ)

values that are observed in many nuclei. The absence of two-phonon 

0+1301,3011 states in the Th and U isotopes, in which there is no stab

le octupole deformation, is yet to be explained within the spdfg IBM,


Z3
the Boh-Mottelson model, the method used in ref./ / and other models. 

It may be asserted that many-quasiparticle or many-boson components of 

the wave functions are not essential in well deformed nuclei in the 


states with an energy up to 2 MeV. 

It should be noted that the structure of nonrotational states of 


doubly even deformed nuclei in the rare-earth and actinide regions is 

correctly described within the QPNM. In these calculations one uses the 

single-particle energies and wave functions as well as the one-phonon 


RPA states calculated more than 15 years ago. 


4. Critical comments of giant resonances in the IBM 

The attempts have been made/ 38 ,39/ to describe the isovector dipo


le and isoscalar monopole and quadrupole giant resonances in the Sm iso

topes within the IBM. The particle-hole operators of the p', s' and d' 

bosons were introduced; the operators of El, EO and EZ transitions were 


written in the form 


Do (s' ++s'), T DZ(d'++d').
T, U1(p'+p), To Z 


The relevant Hamiltonians have the terms describing the interaction of 

the p', s' and d' bosons ~ith the sand d bosons. They are responsible 


'" for the fragmentation of one-boson states forming giant resonances. The 

parameters Do and D, in ref./ 39 / are found from the energy weighted sum 

rule and Dl is assu;ed in ref./ 38 / to be a free parameter. It is to be 

noted that in des~ribing giant resonances, the IBM uses particle-hole 


operators. Therefore, in this case there is no essential discrepancy 
with the RPA calculations in other microscopic model as well. 

In refs./ 38 ,39/ the whole set of collective states forming the 
giant resonances for each K is described in terms of one boson. It is 
to be answered whether the whole variety of states forming the giant 
resonance can be described in terms of one boson. 

The QPNM calculations show that the giant resonances are formed 
due to the fragmentation of a large number of one-phonon states. The 
exception is the isoscalar quadrupole resonance in 90Zr , l1Z-120sn , 
144Nd and other nuclei formed by two one-phOnon states/ 40- 4Z/. As is 
shown in Fig. 3, in re£./42/ thll fragmentatillD of two one-phonon sta
tes in 118Sn is different. As a rule, five-ten and more one-phonon sta
tes in spherical nuclei exhaust the most strength of the isovector di
pole and isoscalar quadrupole resonance. The quasiparticle-phonon in
teraction causes the fragmentation of one-phonon states manifesting it 
self in the resonance fine structure. Thus, a large number of 2+ states 
forming the isoscalar quadrupole resonance in 208 pb has experimentally 
been observed in ref .143/. TheQfMN calcula tion/43/ hav~ shown a fine struc
ture of this quadrupole resonance consistent with the results of ref. 
/43/. In deformed nuclei, many one-phonon states participate in the forma
tion of giant resonances. Thus, according to ref./ S/ 150 one-phonon 
states exhaust 80% of the energy weighted sum rule of the isovector di
pole resonance in 238U• In calculating the giant quadrupole resonances 
in the rare-earth and actinide regions, 2000-3000 one-phonon states are 
taken into account. 

It follows from the microscopic calculations that a large set of 
two-quasiparticle states is necessary for the formation of the giant 
resonance (especially in deformed nuclei). Therefore, one can hardly 
expect that a large number Of shell configurations forming the giant 
resonance can be described by one boson for each value of K. 

If the giant resonance is fonned due to the fragmentation of one bo
son, there should follow certain regularities for the probabilities of 
its decay with the emission of a neutron and a proton or by ~ -transi
tions to the ground or excited states when passing from the low-energy 
part of the resonance to its upper part. Direct indications may be gi 
ven by the one-nucleon transfer reactions if the valence particle-par
ticle (or hole) configurations provide a large contribution to the wave 
functions of states forming the giant resonance. The operators of '( 
transitions from the giant resonances proceed between the states diffe
ring by a particle-hole boson. Thus, to the gamma vibrational states 
there p£oceed r -transitions from the components s,+ or p'+ or d'+ mul
tiplied by the d+ boson of t.he wave functions of the states forming the 
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giant resonance. In the IBM, such probabilities of ~ -transitions to 
the beta-, gamma- and first octupole states should be calculated for 
some deformed nuclei. The comparison of these calculations with the 
experimental data will probably answer the question whether a giant re

sonance can be formed by one boson. 

Conclusion 

It is a rare case in the theory of atomic nucleus that various mo
delsdiffer essentially in describing certain nuclear characteristics. 
Removing these contradictions leads as a rule to a deeper understan
ding of the nuclear structure. In describing some states of doubly even 
deformed nuclei in the excitation energy interval from 1.5 to 2.5 MeV, 
the IBM, QPNM and other models have esse"ntia! contradictions. The lat 
ter necessitate new more exact experiments. First of all, the experi
ments are necessary on the measurement of the contribution of two-qua
siparticle components to the wave functions of rotational bands based 

+ + + + + + + + + 
~ 	 - - - - - - - - + + on 	 the Kn = ° 2,°3, ° 4 , 12 , 13,22,23,24,31' 41 ,4 2 and other 

states and on the search of two-phonon collective states. 
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ConOBbe8 BI. 	 £4-87-45 

ConOCTlBJll!IHHe MOlleJtB B38HMO,IlaliCTBYJO~ 603lOHOB 
c lCBIl3il'lBCTJI'UIO.q,oHOJDIol MO,llem.JO RApe. 

npoBe.!leHO collOCTaBJIl!IHHe OCfIOBHW:r. noJlolllelDlil: JCB83H'11l~o-cPoHOHBoii MOlle
J1K RApe. c MOlleJfWO B38.HMOllaliCTBYJOlItlIX 603OHOB. Jlrul e.uBHoro OIIHCIlHWI KOJUIelCTJlB. 

HOro COCTOIlJ:lHll c nOJlQ*HTCW>lIoll II ot}:lIIIUlTeJIWloi tIeT1IOCTWO Heo6s.0.IUIMO paape.60. 

Tan. Bapll8HT MOllellH B38HMO,lleiCTBYJOlItlI.I: 60301108 c apllfg 603OHIlMH. nOJca3aHo. 

'ITO HMII!IOTeII l<lIpJlHHAJlIoHble pa3JI1fIIIUI B OCJiOBHblX DonOlPKJlllX MO,lleneii II 8 ODHCII. 
tt -:t ±±++ 

IOIH COCTOJIJIIIH 'leTHG-lIeTKbIX ,Ile4!oPMHPOBIIIIHloD. RAep c Kn .. O2 , Os' °4' 1 2' 22, 2 S, 
+ + + + +2., 3i' 33,411'1 42 , .ll,aHa KpHT\!IKA OIIHca.tIlI,III'HJ'8HTClDIX pe30HllHCOB B MO,lle/lJl831U!M0,llef!. 

CTBYJOlQ;lI.I: 6030808. YrseplllQl8eTC.ll, 'ITO Heo6xOllHMbl HOBloHl 60nee TOlIHWe 3KCnepH' 

MeHTII.IIWI:ble HCCJle.!l081U:1Hft CTpYKTypbl C!>CTOJIJIIIH ,IleclJopMHPOBaHHblll. RAep C 3HepI'HRMH 

B036YlKAeHHA (1,5·2,5) M3B. 

Pa60Ta BblDOllHE!IIA B Jla60pe.TOPHU TeopeTlf'lecKOi 4JH3Hl,(II OHRH. 

n.-.-r~ IIIIC:Tm'yft uer-m.___d. AY60ta 1987 

Soloviev V.G. E4-8746 

Comparilon of the InteractiDg Boeon Model 
with the Quaaiparticle.Pbonon Nuclear Model 

Basic assumptions of the quasip8rticle-pbonon nuclear model IU'I! compared with thOle 
of the interacting boson model. For a UDique description of collective state with the po. 

sitive and negative parity, one should develop a version of the interacting boson model 
with the spdfg bosons. It is shown that there IU'I! cardinal differences in the basic assump
tiODl of the models and in deacribing the lltate. of doubly even deformed nuclei with K:! a 

0+ O:!: O:!: l:t 2± 2± 2 ± 3:!: 2± 4+ and 4+ Critical 	 d 'pt.n 
a 2' 3' .' '"2' 2' 3' 4' 2' S' r 2' comments on the e8Cfl Ion 
of giant resonances within the interacting boson model IU'I! given. It is userted that new, 
more e:r.:act experimental investigatioDl of the state structure of deformed nuclei with 
excitation eneqies (1.5·2.5) NeV IU'I! neceuary. 

The investigation bas been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical Pbysica, JINR. 

Pl:eprini of tile Wai lambda for Nudev a-dl. Dubaa 1987 
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